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This Notice is published pursuant to the provisions of Section 124 (6) of the Companies Act, 2013 read with the

investor Education and Protection Fund Authority (Accounting, Audit, Transfer and Refund) Rules, 2016, as

amended (‘the Rules’).

The Rules inter alia contain provisions for transfer of share(s) in respect of which dividend(s) has not been paid or
aimed

by the shereholder(s) for seven consecutive years or more, to IEPF established by the Central

Government.
tn compliance with the rules, the Company has sent individual communication in electronic mode to the
concemed shareholders at their registered email address and the said communication will be sent in physical
mode to those shareholders without registered email address, if the postal/courier services resume before the
due date, for shareholders to claim such dividend(s). This communication is addressed to those shareholders,
whose dividend(s) remain unclaimed from the Financial Year 2012-13 to 2018-19 and whose share(s) are fiable
to be transferred fo IEPF Authority. The shareholders ate advised to claim such dividend(s) on or before

4# September, 2020. The details of the concemed shareholders and equity shares held by the shareholders

which if not claimed, will be transferred to EPF, are available on the Company's website www.bomoxy.com.

‘Shareholders are also informed that in case the dividend(s) are not claimed on or before 14 September, 2020,

‘those equity shares) in respect of which the dividend(s) remain unclaimed, shail also be transferred to IEPF as

civen below without any further notice fo the shareholders and no lability shall lie against the Company in respect

of the equity share(s) so transferred.
1.

Where shares are held in physical form: The Company will issue duplicate share certificate(s) and

transfer the said shares to IEPF. Upon issue of such duplicate share certificate(s), the original

share certificate(s} which stand registered in the name of the shareholder will be deemed to be
cancelled.

The shareholders may further note that the details uploaded by the Company on iis website shall be
deemed to be adequate notice in respect of issue of duplicate share certificate(s) by the Company for the
purpose of transfer
of shares to IEPF Authority pursuant to the Rules.

Where shares are held in demat form: The Company will give appropriate instructions in the form of
Corporate Action to the Depositories such that the Depositories are able to transfer the said shares
to the demat account of the IEPF Authority.

Attention of the shareholders is drawn to the fact that both, the unclaimed dividend(s) and the equity
share(s) transferred to the IEPF can be claimed by them by making an application electronically (Form

IEPF-5) to the concamed authority. Upon submitting the duly completed form, shareholders are required to

take print of the same and send the physical copy duty signed along with the requisite documents specified

in Form IEPF-5. The physical documents should be sent fo the atlention of the Company Secretary,
Bombay Oxygen Investments Limited at the registered office mentioned below. The Rules and the
application form (Form IEPF-5) as prescribed by the MCA for cleiming the share(s)’ dividends) are

available on the website of the Company at www.bomoxy.com as well as on the website of MCA at

wewe
lepf coy in.
For any queries on the above matter, shareholders are requested to contact either
of the following:
Registered Office of the Company

Registrars and Share Transfer Agent

Bombay Oxygen investments Larited
TSR Oarashaw Consultanis Put. Li.
(Formerly known as Bombay Oxygen Corporation Limited) | (Formerly known as TSR Darashaw Limited)
22,8, Mittal Tower,
6-10, Haj Moosa Patrowaia focustial Estate, 20, Dr.
210, Nariman Point, Mumbai ~ 400 021
Moses Road, Near Famous Studio, Mahala
Tel: 022-66107503:
Mumbai 400 0711
Fax: 022-66707512
Tet: 022-66568484
Emailbomoxy@mink retin
Fax: 022-66568404
Erail osg-unit@tsrdarashaw com
For Bombay Oxygen Investments Limited
Place: Mumbai

Date: 16/07/2020

Sdi-

Sangeeta S. Navalkar

Company Secretary
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